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Tuesday, December 5, 2017 

Tax Reform Is Priced In, But Not A Stronger Economy 

 
The S&P 500 keeps setting new record highs, we are on the cusp of a major tax reform, and the 
economy is showing signs of perking up. Pessimists fret that we are in another bubble that could 
pop at any moment, while optimists believe the economy has lots of upside potential.  
 
I am still in the latter camp, although I acknowledge that it is tough to find much that is cheap 
these days.  
 
In any event, what the market seems to be ignoring is that the kind of tax cuts we are about to 
experience—which are unprecedented in their focus on businesses—are very likely to lead to a 
business investment boom, and that, in turn, is likely to result in more jobs, more productivity, and 
higher wages and salaries in the years to come. 
 
The S&P 500 is up about 24% since the week before Trump won last year's election. Half of that gain 
is due to increased earnings on continuing operations, while the other half is due to a rise in the 
multiple the market is willing to pay for a dollar's worth of those earnings (i.e., P/E ratios). Over 
that same period, 5-year Treasury yields have jumped by about 80 bps (from 1.3% to 2.4%), and real 
yields on 5-year TIPS have jumped 65 bps (from -0.33% to +0.33%), implying a meaningful increase 
in real growth expectations but only a modest rise in inflation expectations. 
 
Both the bond and the stock market have thus undergone some significant price adjustments that 
are consistent with an improved economic outlook. Investors expect more growth (as seen in rising 
real yields) and rising after-tax profits (as evidenced by higher PE ratios).  
 
So: is the market now pricing in an economic boom because of the likely passage of Trump's tax 
reform? Or is the market just pricing in the boost to future after-tax earnings that would result 
from a sizeable reduction in corporate income taxes (from 35% to 20%)?  
 
The way I read the market tea leaves, the market has little doubt that tax reform will pass, and 
that it will, in turn, boost after-tax corporate profits. But, as yet, I see no convincing evidence that 
the market is pricing in a substantial increase in economic growth rates—almost certainly not of the 
magnitude which the Republicans are touting (i.e., 3% or more). So, we are faced with a mixed bag 
of market expectations: good news for profits and equity investors, but not much reason to cheer 
for the man on the street. That is missing the forest for the trees. 
 
Outside of the Republican booster community and supply-side economists, I see very few who 
expect real GDP growth to rise significantly in coming years. Left-leaning commentators argue that 
the tax reform being pushed is very unlikely to do anything outside of lining the pockets of big 
business and the wealthy.  
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A recent Bloomberg article, "Supply-Siders Still Push What Doesn't Work" argues that what is really 
holding growth back is not high taxes and heavy regulatory burdens, it is an aging population that is 
still nursing the wounds to confidence it suffered in the Great Recession of 2008-09.  
 
It is not hard to deploy statistics in a way that bolsters your argument, as the Bloomberg article 
does, but there are some facts in the historical record which should be incontestable: the tax cuts 
that occurred during the Reagan and Clinton eras boosted economic growth considerably, while the 
massive fiscal spending "stimulus" of the Obama years failed miserably. (see charts below) 
 
As I argued a year ago, the only good thing about the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 was that it served as a laboratory experiment to test the value of the government spending 
multiplier. ARRA boosters argued that it would kick-start the recovery and deliver strong growth for 
years to come. Unfortunately, the results were the exact opposite of what was expected by the 
Keynesians. Why? Because the ARRA was all about income redistribution. It did nothing to change 
the incentives to work and invest: 

 
Fully 63% of the "stimulus" spending was income redistribution in disguise (i.e., tax 
benefits and entitlements). And if you reclassify things such as education, housing 
assistance, and health as transfer payments, then over 75% of the $840 billion 
allocated to "stimulus" was essentially income redistribution. Only 8%—$65.5 billion—
went for transportation and infrastructure (i.e., the "shovel-ready" projects that would 
put America back to work). Not a dime went to increase anyone's incentive to work 
harder or invest more. 
 
The ARRA was a laboratory experiment in the power of the government spending 
multiplier to grow the economy by "stimulating demand." It ended up proving that the 
multiplier is way less than one. American taxpayers borrowed $840 billion only to learn 
that the payoff was only a small fraction of the additional debt incurred. We wasted 
almost a trillion dollars of the economy's scarce resources, and that is a big reason why 
the recovery has been so disappointing. If we had instead "spent" the money on 
lowering tax rates for everyone (e.g., we could have eliminated corporate taxes for 
three years with the ARRA money spent) in order to give them a greater incentive to 
work and invest, the results could have been dramatically better. The tax cuts might 
even have paid for themselves in the form of a stronger recovery over time. 

 
Income redistribution does nothing to change the long-term growth path of the economy. It takes 
investment, risk-taking, and working harder and more effectively to boost growth. Incurring debt to 
finance spending is a waste of the economy's resources, but incurring debt to finance productive 
investment can lead to a real payoff. Indeed, that was the lesson we learned from the ARRA: 
excessive spending financed by debt can weaken the economy. 
 
The principle virtue of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act about to be passed by Congress is that it 
significantly increases the after-tax rewards to business investment by slashing corporate income 
tax rates and by allowing immediate expensing of capital investments. This automatically lowers 
the hurdle rate for all investment projects and, thus, it should lead to a significant increase in 
investment, jobs, and incomes over time.  

https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-08-01/supply-siders-still-push-what-doesn-t-work
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2016/11/tracking-trump-with-themes-and-charts.html
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The TCJA has its faults, unfortunately, and these center on measures which produce only one-time 
gains in after-tax income (e.g., increases in the standard deduction and the child credit which do 
nothing to reward new investment, harder work, or risk-taking). But on balance it is very pro-
growth. 
 
The TCJA differs importantly from the Reagan tax cuts in the early 1980s, since the latter focused 
almost exclusively on lowering individual income tax rates. Reagan gambled that cutting tax rates 
on individuals would eventually lead to a stronger economy since everyone would have an incentive 
to work harder and invest more. But by focusing directly on the investment side of the economy, 
the TCJA could prove even more effective than the Reagan tax cuts. 
 
The charts that follow illustrate the various ways in which the economy is already perking up, and 
they also illustrate why I think the market has yet to price in a stronger economy as a result of the 
passage of the TCJA. 
 
Chart #1 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

<continued> 
 
 
 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-_AsPIRpdp8k/Wib6DMtd6zI/AAAAAAAAXSo/eXD8sa7BJ9oj6DnM-20DkH6vuHcd2V0GwCLcBGAs/s1600/Global%2BInd%2BProduction.jpg
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Chart #2 
 

 
 
Charts #1 and #2 illustrate the substantial recent upturn in U.S. industrial & manufacturing 
production, and how that has been accompanied by a significant pickup in Eurozone industrial 
production. We are seeing a coordinated acceleration in global manufacturing and output, which is 
a nice tailwind to enjoy. 
 
Chart #3  
 

 
 
Chart #3 suggests that housing starts have lots of upside potential, especially considering the strong 
levels of builder sentiment. By eliminating or limiting the mortgage interest deduction (which 
subsidizes housing and thus makes housing more expensive than otherwise), the TCJA could make 
housing more affordable for the middle class and thus stimulate more housing supply. A dramatic 
increase in the standard deduction would render the loss of the mortgage deduction moot for a 
whole swath of the population.  

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-b19cHQmBFB4/Wib6KZTVZ0I/AAAAAAAAXSs/K55FP4JCgp8IXvTHp5az6u9TImx4tio1QCLcBGAs/s1600/US%2BManufacturing%2BProd.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-nmYKtnfAGLU/Wib6efbd-pI/AAAAAAAAXSw/OhPOTzaVxK49FnWPpDeeH0WBwgXx7NobgCLcBGAs/s1600/Housing%2BStarts.jpg
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Chart #4 
 

 
 
As Chart #4 suggests, the ISM manufacturing report is consistent with GDP growth exceeding 3% in 
the third quarter. The Atlanta Fed's GDPNow index currently predicts fourth quarter real growth of 
3.2%. That would put real growth for the year at over 2.7%, which is comfortably above the 2.2% 
annualized growth rate of the current business cycle expansion. This is very encouraging. 
 
Chart #5  
 

 
   
Chart #5 shows a substantial recent slowdown in the growth of Commercial & Industrial Loans (a 
proxy for bank lending to small and medium-sized businesses). Ordinarily, this would be disturbing 
since it could be the result of a severe tightening in lending standards. But, … 
 
 

<continued> 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-ZVqKhMnHrOI/Wib8SZENlII/AAAAAAAAXS8/T3be5vXVWEM_EvQYaQVFVywWzJVMhT04ACLcBGAs/s1600/NAPM%2Bvs%2BGDP.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-rQ9gnVWuh_k/Wib9NLYTTHI/AAAAAAAAXTI/cRqBylk1mlQBff4hdxmuWCW-5TsQ5GluwCLcBGAs/s1600/C%2526I%2BLoans%2B99-.jpg
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Chart #6  
 

 
 
… as Chart #6 shows, banks have little reason to tighten lending standards since delinquency rates 
on all loans and leases are near record lows. This suggests that the slowdown in lending reflects 
caution on the part of business borrowers, and that is not necessarily a bad thing. Relative to GDP, 
C&I Loans are about as high as they have ever been. 
 
Chart #7  
 

 
 
 
Chart #7 illustrates the incredible and lasting strength of corporate profits over the past decade. 
 

<continued> 
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-jI5oxlV9yig/Wib9f5L_ZNI/AAAAAAAAXTM/DZGzjjX_R_kN8r2g9ICSSDH249rRd8ztQCLcBGAs/s1600/All%2Bloans%2Bleases%2Bdelinq%2Brate.jpg
https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-A8XA2sfYnZE/Wib97q-g7LI/AAAAAAAAXTU/_OPriVFLVyksPLpLjuxFwDDDLtKYD6KYgCLcBGAs/s1600/Profits%2B%2525%2Bof%2BGDP.jpg
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Chart #8  
 

 
 
Chart #8 uses this measure of profits (derived from income tax data supplied by businesses to the 
IRS and compiled into the National Income and Product Accounts) to show that current PE ratios are 
not excessive by historical standards. Yes, PE ratios are above average, but profits have been way 
above average for a long time, so the market is not necessarily in bubble territory. I wrote more 
extensively on this issue here. 
 
Chart #9  
 

 
 
Chart #9 looks at the 2-yr annualized growth rate of GDP since 1970. I use this measure in order to 
smooth out the typically volatile nature of this series on a quarterly and annual basis. It should be 
easy to see how strong growth was during the mid- to late-1980s, following the Reagan tax cuts. It 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-4dHM_bZ128g/Wib-EjrfvwI/AAAAAAAAXTY/KH5l3DOXYvEIUHRgzhn3vwKdzmm4yQiDQCLcBGAs/s1600/NIPA%2BPE%2BRatio.jpg
http://scottgrannis.blogspot.com/2017/09/a-better-pe-ratio.html
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-vCoH3BOwJvY/WicFdYRIKtI/AAAAAAAAXUI/hpVEdBgvw4ACZtil_3aCbZ9uxAQW77YgwCLcBGAs/s1600/Real%2BGDP%2B2-yr.jpg
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also illustrates the impressive strength of the economy in the late 1990s, during which time the 
capital gains tax rate was cut. 
 
Chart #10  
 

 
 
Chart #10 illustrates how sensitive capital gains tax collections are to changes in the capital gains 
tax rate. Cap-Gains realizations surged in advance of the big hike in the cap-gains rate in late 1986, 
then dropped considerably, and surged again as the rate was cut during the late 1990s. Lower tax 
rates can indeed boost tax revenues, while the threat of higher rates can crush tax revenues.  
 
Chart #11 
 

 
 
It is noteworthy that the current equity risk premium, illustrated in Chart #11, has remained 
relatively high in recent years. This suggests investors have been very reluctant to price in a 
stronger economy. Risk premiums were much lower in the boom years of the 1980s and 1990s. 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-MweouHapLi0/Wib-VJHKbYI/AAAAAAAAXTc/5nsEBktLkL0GeE6EYczPglcRwryOgpejQCLcBGAs/s1600/Equity%2Brisk%2Bpremium.jpg
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Chart #12  
 

 
 
Chart #12 shows how weak business investment has been in the past decade, despite the 
extraordinary level of corporate profits shown in Chart #7. A dearth of business investment has 
been at the root of the economy’s sluggish performance over the past decade. That is why the 
TCJA, which boosts incentives for business investment, could be so important—it directly addresses 
the problem that has plagued the economy for years. And by lowering business income tax rates 
here relative to other countries, it could act as a magnet for international capital flows. 
 
Chart #13  
 

 
 
Chart #13 shows the 5-year annualized growth in productivity, highlighted by presidential terms. 
The Bloomberg article cited above showed the annual growth in output per hour on a year-over-
year basis. This measure of productivity is naturally volatile, so measuring it over longer periods 
makes it easier to see the big trends. Output per hour is not the same as total labor productivity, 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-9CAHbQd2R7E/Wib-nbSYSkI/AAAAAAAAXTk/88BaIVRfqPcqMD9PNnL1xn2Yb6bpeHLOwCLcBGAs/s1600/Fixed%2BInvstmnt%2Bvs%2BGDP.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-wSlGojxUV3M/WicIBFvAFDI/AAAAAAAAXUc/wADuko9NpkksE4UKsKDEyt-kVL6PKgSkgCLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2Bproductivity.jpg
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however, which is shown in Chart #13 and, in any event, changes in productivity are one thing while 
growth in the overall economy (which includes productivity and the number and hours of people 
working) is another. Regardless, the very weak growth of GDP and productivity in the Obama years 
is pretty good proof that the policies pursued during the Obama years were not conducive to growth 
or prosperity. The second half of the Clinton years, in contrast, rank right up there with the Reagan 
years, all of which featured tax rate reductions. 
  
Chart #14 
 

 
 
Chart #14 shows nominal and real rates on 5-year Treasuries, plus the difference between the two, 
which is the market's expectation for consumer price inflation over the subsequent five years. 
Inflation expectations have not changed much in the past few decades, and currently average about 
1.8% per year for the foreseeable future, which is very much in line with what inflation has 
averaged in recent decades. 
 
 
 

<continued> 
 
 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/-aHKgqagTojg/Wib-zgElf4I/AAAAAAAAXTo/0gdQzbjBYBY5ICV6bM_V0D8hFhmYqUJhACLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2BTIPS%2Bvs%2BTrs.jpg
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Chart #15  
 

 
 
Chart #15 compares the real yield on 5-year TIPS (red line) with the real Fed funds rate (the Fed's 
target for overnight rates minus the rate of inflation as measured by the PCE Core deflator). Think 
of the red line as the market's expectation for what the blue line will average over the next 5 years. 
Note that the real yield curve inverted (i.e., the blue line exceeded the red line) prior to each of 
the past two recessions. That happens when the Fed becomes so tight that the economy begins to 
weaken and the market begins to assume that the Fed will be cutting rates in the future. Currently, 
the real yield curve is still positively sloped. If anything stands out here, it is the market's belief 
that the Fed is going raise rates only a few more times in the years to come. If the economy picks 
up steam, however, the Fed is going to be raising rates by a lot more than that.  
 
Chart #16  
 

 
 
As Chart #16 shows, the level of real yields on TIPS (blue line) tends to track the economy's real 
rate of growth over time. That is only logical, since very high real yields can hardly be generated by 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-yn9wQSM0KGI/Wib-6xb7ZnI/AAAAAAAAXTs/krP4G2W5C5cfJNCQWrliJn1XzMtPx2TVgCLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2Breal%2Bvs%2Breal%2BFFs.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-duyUrX--tas/Wib_HVUwgfI/AAAAAAAAXT0/ehq0ymqEaPs16vOXM3CxdMGP3iGDtj_sgCLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2BTIPS%2Bvs%2B2-yr%2BGDP.jpg
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a weakly-growing economy, whereas a strongly-growing economy, such as we had in the late 1990s, 
can produce very positive real yields on a variety of asset classes. The current level of real yields in 
the bond market is consistent with real economic growth rates that are roughly 2%, which is what 
we have seen over the recent business cycle expansion. If real growth rates were to ratchet up to 
3% or more per year, I would bet lots of money that real yields on TIPS would rise to at least 1-2%. 
With stable inflation expectations, that would imply 5-year Treasury yields of almost 3-4%, 
substantially higher than the current 2.2% rate on 5-year Treasuries. Bond investors need to brace 
for sharply higher yields if I am right about the impact of the TCJA. 
 
Chart #17 
 

  
 
Chart #17 suggests that nominal yields on 5-year Treasuries are unusually low given the current 
level of core inflation. This reinforces the fact that stronger real economic growth would 
necessarily lead to substantially higher nominal Treasury yields. 
 
As should be obvious from the last two charts, Treasury yields are quite low compared to where 
they would probably trade if the economy were to prove much stronger than currently expected as 
a result of tax reform.  
 
To sum up: the rally in equity prices is evidence that the market is pricing in the passage of tax 
reform. But the continued low level of real and nominal Treasury yields is evidence that the market 
has yet to price in the stronger economic growth that is likely to result from tax reform. 
 
UPDATE: I am adding (on the next page) my chart of GDP growth vs its long-term trend in order to 
give some broader context to this discussion, and to add to some discussion of the subject of 
"potential" GDP in the comments section. 
 

https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-LuL0jPoVugc/Wib_hHiGHSI/AAAAAAAAXT4/94YzLpKS_0MKj5XZTtYsZtOltwkekWtEwCLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2Bvs%2BCore%2BCPI.jpg
https://2.bp.blogspot.com/-LuL0jPoVugc/Wib_hHiGHSI/AAAAAAAAXT4/94YzLpKS_0MKj5XZTtYsZtOltwkekWtEwCLcBGAs/s1600/5-yr%2Bvs%2BCore%2BCPI.jpg
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https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-maA3BpBO6qc/WigcBq1JNkI/AAAAAAAAXU0/8YkfEJQgwW4fYfDzad_nisC6FVPrTxWTwCLcBGAs/s1600/Real%2BGDP%2Bvs%2B3%2525%2Btrend.jpg
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